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picture this… 

 

Autumn 2007 saw the launch of Leeds Met’s coworking facilities - met:space - at the newly refurbished Old Broadcasting 

House in the heart of Leeds. met:space has located itself at the centre of Leeds’ web culture. 

 

The first generation of the web saw Leeds provide a home to some of the most successful startups of the era, including 

Ananova, Teamtalk, Sportal and Freeserve. The city is again providing a platform for the current generation of dotcom 

entrepreneurs and supporting industries by placing itself in the heart of the emerging culture of ‘web working’. 

 

met:space is… 

 A ‘third space’ - between the home and the office - for digital entrepreneurs, technologists, artists, creative 

professionals and independent workers from a diversity of creative disciplines. 

 

 An office-on-demand service for small independent enterprise and also a location for student enterprise projects. 

 

 An intersection point for industry and academia to collaborate. 

 

 An innovator in social media applications that bind together the residents of met:space and the wider community. 

 

 
{ met:space at  Old B roadcast ing  House } 

 

met:space has become a focal point for the region’s startup and digital media community, with residents ranging from 

writers, software developers, interaction designers, digital artists, games designers and startup founders to bloggers and 

even students running their own startup as part of a sandwich year. 

 

Venture capitalists and angel investors in the region regularly utilise met:space as a recruiting ground for talented individuals 

and discovering hot new startups for investment in the emerging Web 2.0 boom. Some of the current residents include… 

 
meecard Enterprise Ventures mee:view 
Expectnation kodefoo  Afeeda 
Ensembli Yuuguu Believr 

Carbon Imagineering Inteleme Yorkshire Forward 
 

The public area of Old Broadcasting House has become a regular meeting point for the city’s grassroots web communities 

including OpenCoffee and GeekUp, as well as playing host to grassroots ‘unconferences’ such as BarCamp Leeds, the 

Open Street Mapping project and various free courses. met:space is also part of the wider .NORTH community, helping to 

promote digital industries in Leeds, Liverpool, Sheffield and Manchester.  

 

Many have remarked that, met:space’s location between academia, commerce and web culture - reminiscent of MIT’s 

Media Lab and Ivrea’s Interaction Design Institute – is helping to create a pipeline of startups that places Leeds as second 

only to London as Europe’s premier location for web companies.  



how can we get there… 

 

Coworking cu lture 

San Francisco area companies such as The Hat 

Factory and Citizen Space have pioneered the 

concept of coworking. 

 

As more information workers and creatives trend 

towards teleworking, many find working from home 

isolating,but don’t wish to take on the expense of 

serviced offices. This is giving rise to cultures of 

café-working, where coffee shops become a ‘third-

place’ between home and the office. 

 

Coworking has moved this trend forward by creating dedicated café-like spaces with lounge areas, desks, food, coffee, 

connectivity and most importantly a social space where self-employed designers, writers, developers and others can work, 

connect with each other and often collaborate. Most significantly, coworking spaces tend to let residents pay-as-they-go, so 

they’re only paying for the time they spend at the facility – ensuring they can work from home when desirable and use a 

coworking space when they need to be around others. 

 

Coworking is about culture – creating spaces that encourage collaboration and cooperation 

amongst its residents. For Citizen Space, often they spend much of their effort creating a 

programme of events, engaging the Silicon Valley community to come and present and even 

ensuring there are fresh flowers and coffee available for all residents and visitors! Recent surveys 

indicated that atmosphere, community, collaborative space, location, excellent coworkers, 

networking, event spaces, 24-hour access, quiet areas and a persona spaces were the most desirable attributes. 

 

Coworking at Leeds Met 

Leeds Met is uniquely placed to operate a coworking space at Old Broadcasting House, indeed it is likely to be the largest 

coworking space in the world… 

 

 The physical environment is flexible, appealing and inspiring, suitable for small and large events. 

 There are numerous private, semi-private and shared working areas, suitable for all types of working mode. 

 Wired and wireless internet connectivity is available throughout 

 Kitchen and café areas are available for socialising. 

 

Competitively, Leeds Met is again well placed to undercut rivals in the region… 

 The city is well catered for in terms of cafes – but they’re too popular to be used as working facilities. 

 Huddersfield’s Media Centre and Leeds’ Round Foundry are expensive- with virtual offices beginning at £30/month and 

rent-a-desk options beginning at £300. Also, these options don’t encourage development of a community. 

 Regus facilities are reasonably priced, but offer to sense of community 

 

Leeds Met can take a lead by offering a ‘gym membership’ model – a fixed subscription, on the order of virtual office costs 

elsewhere (£25-50/month), bundled with an a la carte menu of services that residents actually want, rather than those 

selected by operators of the facility.  

 

Coworking within the university could also help to encourage student entrepreneurship and reduce graduate migration away 

from the City. Laying the foundations for a technology-hub in the region, the University will be able to attract the best faculty, 

investors and indeed create employment as well as intellectual property. Carbon strongly believes if Leeds Met works at the 

grassroots of the industry, they will have a more profound and sustainable effect than Yorkshire Forward, The Round 

Foundry, Advanced Digital Institute or creative networks such as bmedi@ and Leeds Media. 



why carbon Imagineering?… 

 

we understand startups… 

Carbon’s founding partners are veterans of around a dozen successful startups, ranging from digital media production, to 

virtual reality, web applications, ISPs and social media. We’re also involved in creating a number of new startups in the region 

and also in the US. 

 

we understand web cul ture… 

In fact, we helped create it! A number of the partners have been part of the O’Reilly organisation, which popularised the 

underlying concepts of ‘Web 2.0’ and social media. We’ve all been contributors to some of the world’s most widely read 

blogs – including TechCrunch UK, Corante and O’Reilly Radar and operated social media services for many years. 

 

we know how to bu ild communi t ies… 

Many of Carbon’s founding partners were the intellectual backbone of Orange’s emerging technologies community, working 

closely with startups, inventors, creatives, technologists academics and entrepreneurs around the globe to provide strategic 

advice to Orange and France Telecom. In this time, we’ve observed - closeup and directly - how technology hubs such as 

San Francisco and Boston succeed. 

 

Our roles were to bring diverse communities together to help inform the company’s future. As part of this we’ve created 

conference communities (O’Reilly’s Emerging Telephony conference), regional communities (OpenCoffee and Dareware) and 

professional communities (PixelBox, for interaction designers). We’ve accomplished this using a combination of personal 

networking and the use of social media such as blogs social networks. 

 

We’re also the founders of .NORTH, a voluntary organisation that seeks to cohere the digital industries across the North of 

England – at the grassroots – in Leeds, Liverpool, Manchester and Sheffield. 

 

 

we propose… 

 

Carbon propose to offer Leeds Met a number of managed options that can help bring about the vision of a coworking space 

and sustain a community of interest around it. 

 

Designing a proposit ion 

With our knowledge of the startup sector and regional managed spaces, we can help… 

 

 Construct a tiered pricing structure with various options for residents; including pay-as-you-go and subscription options. 

 

 Designing a menu of paid, a la carte extras – IP telephony, digital libraries, hosting, secured wifi, stationary, hosted 

applications, collaboration tools, branded open source software. 

 

 

Creat ing a Community 

With Carbon’s extensive network of personal and business relationships and our management of related communities such 

as OpenCoffee and .NORTH, we can help ... 

 

 Launching a blog to engage residents, publicise met:space, its residents and promote the community to interested 

parties with public conversation and comment. 

 

 Recruit an advisory board for met:space drawn from leading figures from the region’s digital industries to steer 

met:space development. 

 



 Recruit 25-30 early adopter residents for complimentary first year residency in order to bootstrap the community. 

 

 Evangelise to students on related courses the benefits of establishing their own venture – perhaps as part of their 

studies. 

 

 

Programming Even ts 

Carbon has several years experience in organising industry conferences, including two editions of O’Reilly Media’s Emerging 

Telephony conference, France Telecom’s Pixelbox symposium on digital design as well as unconference formats such as 

OpenCoffee, BarCamp and the forthcoming MobileDevCamp in London. 

 

It’s likely that Old Broadcasting House will play host to the City’s first BarCamp and Open Street Mapping events in the next 

few weeks. We propose to deepen this relationship with a programme of events in collaboration with Leeds Met and the 

residents of met:space. 

 

 
{ Public Space at Old  Broadcast ing House } 

 

Some possibilities include… 

 Networking events – perhaps moving OpenCoffee to Old Broadcasting House. 

 Speed dating – matching entrepreneurs, students and innovators with investors and employers. 

 Incubation – providing facilities for local venture capitalist’s portfolio companies. 

 Showcases – bringing student work to the attention of potential investors, employers & potentially joint ventures. 

 Masterclasses – extending the NTI’s role to providing short tutorials for artists, developers and designers  

 

 

Creat ing Social Med ia 

As part of the service offering and to promote development of the community, Carbon proposes to create a number of social 

media applications that help create a sense of community between met:space’s residents and also enable this emerging 

community to be connected to the wider world. 

 

We believe there are two key applications that can help further these goals; a blog and a social network. Indeed, in time, they 

may be licensed to other facilities such as the Round Foundry and also brought into the .NORTH umbrella organisation. 

 

met:space(s)  

A blog authored and edited by staff and residents would 

enable met:space to publicly highlight the people, projects 

and philosophies of coworking in Leeds and invite 

commentary and conversation from readers. 

 

This illustration depicts a similar blog created for the 

community of design professionals in Orange, Wanadoo and 

France Telecom. 

 

 



my met:space 

This potential treatment for a coworking social 

network;, illustrates how residents, students and staff 

can list links, blogs, contact information, interests, 

skills, projects andcolleagues in personalised profiles. 

 

Acting as a ‘people directory’ for met:space, not only 

will such an application bind residents closer together 

but enable those outside the facility to discover the 

people within. 

 

 

 

 

summary: t ime & cost 

 

In conclusion Carbon is prepared to help shape the vision for coworking in Leeds, and deliver a number of the tangible 

components of that vision – a community, a software infrastructure and a service proposition. 

 

 Designing a Proposition 

 

 Creating a Community  

 

 Programming Events 

 

 Creating Social Media 

 

We’ve attempted to describe four areas where we believe we can add intellect, expertise and value – but also to provide 

choice for Leeds Met, so that decision makers can cherry-pick the opportunities for collaboration they feel are most closely 

aligned with their goals. 

 

We hope that this concept paper illustrates the range of opportunities Carbon can present and the confidence with which we 

will be able to fulfil them. 

 

Carbon is ready to enter into detailed discussions on each area, with timescales and pricing, in order to provide a full 

commercial proposal for Leeds Met. 



appendix A: more about coworking… 

 

 

Coworking: Communi ty Off ice Space for  Wri ters and Programmers 

http://codinginparadise.org/coworking/ 

 

 

Coworking: A cafe - l ike community/col labora tion space for developers, wr iters and independents. 

http://wiki.coworking.info/ 

 

 

Hat Fac tory 

http://hatfactory.net/ 

 

 

Cit izen Space is f ina l l y here! 

http://citizenagency.com/blog/2006/11/03/citizen-space/ 

 

 

Coworking Leeds 

https://coworking.pbwiki.com/CoworkingLeeds 

 

 

Bar ing it al l :  the costs of Ci t izen Space 

http://citizenspace.us/2007/03/20/baring-it-all-the-costs-of-citizen-space/#comment-361 

 

 

A nice place to work in San Franc isco 

http://citizenspace.us/ 

 

 

Tara 's Cit izen Space photos 

http://horsepigcow.com/photos/set.php?id=72157600011678887&title=Citizen+Space 

 

 

easyOff ice - serviced of f ices f rom Ste l ios, the founder of easyJet 

http://www.easyoffice.co.uk/  

 

 

Workplace Democracy – The emergence of a communi ty of  independent workers 

http://www.nvestntech.com/docs/coworking_facility.htm 

 

 

Web Worker Dai ly 

http://webworkerdaily.com/ 

 



appendix B: carbon imagineering is… 

 

 a research company, exploring emerging 

technologies and their applications. 

 

 a consultancy, helping clients shape their 

innovation strategy. 

 

 a studio, creating and incubating concept 

technologies and online services owned and 

operated by carbon’s founding partners. 

 

 a publishing company, writing blogs, journals and hosting conferences. 

 
 a social force; contributing pro-bono expertise, guidance and advice to public bodies, academia and education. 

 

Founded in 2002 with four partners based in the United Kingdom and the United States, Carbon has undertaken projects for 

France Telecom R&D, BBC, Corante, O’Reilly Media, FIC Taiwan, Vlume, Ensembli, Inteleme and Hallmark Cards. 

 

 


